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Lion dance, an important component of our Chinese culture, is a traditional sport 
activity with distinctive national features. Nowadays our government makes 
continuous efforts to promote the development and thriving of socialist culture, build 
great system of culture inheritance and carry forward our brilliant traditional culture. 
Under this background, our remarkable traditional cultures will be passed down from 
generation to generation and the ethnic spirits will be greatly promoted which benefit 
from the digging and organizing work on the Lion dance culture. 
The development of lion dance in Zhangzhou represents the epitome of the 
evolution of lion dance in Southern Fujian. To some extent, also reflects the current 
status of lion dance throughout the nation. But, people now take more focus on the 
studies of Guangdong lion dance among “northern lion” and “southern lion” on the 
contrary, the studies for lion dance in Southern Fujian turn to be scarce. 
In this paper, Longwen area of Zhangzhou where the Southern Fujian lion dance 
developed fairly well just is selected as an example. Applying anthropology, 
management, traditional sports theory and method to discuss the development status 
and difficulties in Longwen district. Meanwhile, the paper chooses the Xiadianmei 
country as a case to analyse the current development in this country. And making 
further suggestion on its protection that can contribute to the sustainable development 
of lion dance in Longwen district. 
 Here is the conclusions: 
（1）Lion dance is an important form of martial arts in Zhangzhou. If there is a 
lion dance in martial arts training ground, martial arts training ground is also known 
as the lion dance hall. There are seventeen lion training grounds in Zhangzhou 
Longwen area. Lion dance in Longwen district get various patterns. Classified in 
accordance with the colors, it gets green and black. Sorted into “red nose lion” and 
“green nose lion” by the colors of lion’s nose. The green nose lion is a symbol of 
fighting. By the opening and closing of mouth, named “open mouth lion” and “closing 















performers, it gets double dancing or sole dancing. Generally, the lion dance in 
Longwen district would like to take opening mouth in red nose to perform double lion 
dance. Lion dance in Longwen district Belonged to “Wushi”. 
（2）In the lion dance performances, a person with “Dawangtou” is called 
“shijian”. “Shijian” holding a palm-leaf fan and a grass fungus plays with the lion. 
The pace of “shijian” is called “drunk pace of dongbin”. Hand movement of “shijian” 
is called “bade”. Lion dance in Longwen district is usually works with eight diagram 
tactics. Known as “Shizhen”. Lunge, horse riding step, big triangle step and little 
triangle step are main steps. 
（3）In the history , lion dance play a main role to educate the clan members, 
guard countries safety and benefit. With time changing, lion dance can improve Spirit 
of national unity, enhance the cross-strait exchange for both sides people. Strengthen 
the sense of identity and belonging of compatriots in Taiwan. Build a healthy body, 
entertainment people in physical and mental. And make a positive effect to construct 
harmonious society in countries. 
（4）The development of lion dance in Longwen district faces many difficulties, 
lack of scientific and effective management and planning, funding for development, 
and less knowledge to lion dancing culture and careless protection sense. 
Development theory is not enough. 
（5）The strategies for development of lion dance in Longwen district. 
To build a “guided by government, joined by society” system for lion dance 
organization. Our government should enhance its support to financing the lion dance, 
strengthen the culture exchange with Taiwan, strive for the national earmarks. Make 
full use of all kinds media to improve people’s knowledge and sense of protection of 
lion dance. Schools play the educational role to cultivate more reserved talents for 
lion dance. Combined the policy support with colleges to intensify the theory study. 
Also appropriate commercial development of lion dance will push forward its 
transformation from sport culture to economic benefit.   
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